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Thermal conductivity of nanofluids depends on several parameters including temperature,
concentration, and size of nanoparticles. Most of the proposed models utilized concentration
and temperature as influential factors in their modeling. In this study, group method of data
handling (GMDH) artificial neural networks is applied in order to model the dependency of
thermal conductivity on the mentioned factors. Firstly, temperature and concentration
considered as inputs and a model is represented. Afterwards, the size of nanoparticles is added
to the input variables and the results are compared. Based on obtained results, GMDH is an
appropriate method to predict thermal conductivity of the nanofluids. In addition, it is
necessary to consider size of nanoparticles in order to have a more precise model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

enhance convective heat transfer compared with using the base
fluid. In addition to convective heat transfer, applying
nanofluids can enhance boiling heat transfer [24-25]. Minakov
et al. [26] applied various nano particles including silicon,
aluminum, iron oxide and diamond in distilled water and
compared boiling heat transfer on cylindrical heater. Results
showed that using nanofluids can enhance critical heat flux
which was mainly attributed to deposition of nano particles on
the surface of the heater. Dadjoo et al. [27] compared pool
boiling of 𝑆𝑖𝑂2 / water and water on a flat plate heater.
Obtained data revealed that the boiling heat transfer
coefficient improved by using nanofluid; however, there was
an optimal concentration for improvement in heat transfer.
Nano particles dispersion in a base fluid change its
thermophysical specifications [28–33]. Changes in
thermophysical properties of nanofluids depend on several
factors including size and shape of nano particles, their
concentration, and temperature of the nanofluid [34–40].
Among various thermphyiscal properties, thermal
conductivity and dynamic viscosity play more important role
in thermal behavior of the nanofluids [41]. Several studies
have concentrated on the effect of adding nano particles on
dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity of nanofluids [4246].
Since the cost of experimental research is high in some
cases, predicting the thermal conductivity of the nanofluid
before testing will reduce the cost and time and provide a
detailed experimental design. Hence, in recent years, the
prediction of thermal properties of nanofluid with different
mathematical methods has been carried out. Nadooshan et al

Nanotechnology utilization developed in recent years due to
their ability to enhance efficiency of energy systems and
decrease the size of tools. By applying nanotechnology it is
possible to obtain materials with more favorable properties
such as mechanical strength, electrical conductivity, thermal
conductivity and etc. [1–3]. By applying nanotechnology, the
nanofluids are obtained which can be very appropriate for
various purposes, especially in heat transfer and thermal
processes [4–9].
Nanofluids are prepared by dispersion of particles with nano
scale dimension in a base fluid [10–13]. Nanofluids are widely
used in heat transfer applications due to their higher thermal
conductivity compared with the base fluids [14-15].
Improvement in thermal conductivity of nanofluids is
attributed to high surface/volume ratio of nano particles [10,
16]. Several studies have focused on utilization of nanofluids
for heat transfer applications [17–20]. Using nannofluids can
significantly enhances heat transfer in comparison with pure
fluids. Improvement in thermal performances is mainly
attributed to higher thermal conductivity of nanofluids in
comparison with the base fluid [21].
Rashidi et al. [22] used CuO, 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 , 𝑇𝑖𝑂2 nano particles in
turbine oil to investigate the effect of adding the mentioned
nano particles on heat transfer. Results revealed that using the
nano particles led to enhancement in heat transfer coefficient.
Tabari et al. [23] conducted a study on application of
multiwalled carbon nano tubes (MWCNTs)/water in a heat
exchanger. Obtained results indicated that using the nanofluid
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[47] experimentally measured viscosity of 𝑆𝑖𝑂2 − 𝑀𝑊𝐶𝑁𝑇𝑠
/ 10W40 engine oil and applied artificial neural network in
order to predict the viscosity. In the proposed model, shear
rate, temperature and concentration solid phase were
considered as input variable for the model. Experimental
results indicated that the r elative viscosity increased by
increasing the concentration of solid phase. The proposed
model had good agreement with experimental data and its Rsquared value was 0.9948. Alirezaie [48] et al experimentally
investigated the effects of concentration, temperature and
shear rate on the dynamic viscosity of MWCNT (COOHFunctionalized)/MgO- engine oil. Results showed that
dynamic viscosity increased by solid volume concentration
increment and decreased by temperature increase. In addition,
a correlation was proposed and compared with artificial neural
network model to predict the viscosity. Based on the results,
artificial neural network showed higher accuracy in modeling.
In another study, three artificial neural network approaches
including Genetic Algorithm-Radial Basis Function Neural
Networks (GA-RBF), Least Square Support Vector Machine
(LS-SVM) and Gene Expression Programming (GEP) were
utilized to predict dynamic viscosity of 𝑇𝑖𝑂2 / SAE 50
nanofluid [49]. The results of the models indicated that GARBF method had the best accuracy among the applied
approaches.
In addition to models proposed for predicting dynamic
viscosity of nanofluids, there are some studies which have
focused on thermal conductivity of nanofluids [50]. Hemmeat
Esfe et al. [51] experimentally assessed ZnO-MWCNT/EGwater thermal conductivity and utilized artificial neural
network to model the thermal conductivity. The effects of
temperature and concentration were considered in this study.
The volume fraction of solid was in the range of 0.02 to 1%
and the temperature varied between 30 and 50 ℃ Results
indicated that the thermal conductivity ratio of nanofluids
increased by increasing the temperature and volume fraction
of solid phase. Afrand et al. [52] proposed a correlation by
using curve fitting and design an artificial neural network to
predict thermal conductivity of MgO/water nanofluids. The
input variables were temperature and nano particles
concentration in the base fluid. Comparison between the
outputs of neural network model and the proposed correlation
revealed that the accuracy of the artificial neural network
model was higher than the empirical correlation.
Based on literature review, artificial neural network
modeling is an appropriate tool to model and predict thermal
conductivity of nanofluids. Most of the conducted studies have
considered temperature and concentration as influential
parameters and input variables [53–57]; however, the size of
nano particles affect thermal conductivity of nanofluids. In this
study, group method of data handling (GMDH) artificial
neural network is applied in order to model thermal
conductivity ratio of 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /water and 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /EG because
Al2O3 nanofluid is a usual nanofluid. The applied algorithm in
this study is novel and powerful for modeling to determine the
relationship of Al2O3 nanoparticles concentration, size and
fluid temperature to nanofluid thermal conductivity of water
and ethylene glycol as a coolant fluid.

engineering systems and recognition of patterns. GMDH is a
self-orgnizing network and one-directional. There are various
layers in these types of networks and the neurons contain 1
output and 2 inputs as illustrated in figure 1. The neurons have
one bias and 5 weights.

Figure 1. Structure of neuron in GMDH
In order to correlate inputs and output in each layer, Volterra
functional series are used. Details about this algorithm and
working principles are presented in ref [56].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
T In order to model the thermal conductivity ratio of the
nanofluids, GMDH method is applied. In the first step, the
thermal conductivity ratio of the nanofluids is considered as a
function of temperature and volumetric concentrations.
Afterwards, the size of nano particles added to the input
variables and the results are compared with each other. Ranges
of each parameter are represented in tables 1 & 2.
Table 1. Ranges of parameters for 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /water nanofluid
Parameter
Temperature (℃)
Volumetric concentration (%)
Average size of nano particles (nm)

Range
10-70
0-4
5-282

Table 2. Ranges of parameters for 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /EG nanofluid
Parameter
Temperature (℃)
Volumetric concentration (%)
Average size of nanoparticles (nm)

Range
10-70
0.25-5
2-53

3.1.
Applying GMDH method by using temperature
and concentration

2. METHOD
GMDH artificial neural network is an accurate and powerful
predictive approach which is applicable for modeling of

Figure 1. Thermal conductivity ratio vs temperature and
concentration for 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /water nanofluid [61]
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Figure 4. Error for various values of thermal conductivity
ratio of 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /water nanofluid

Figure 2. Thermal conductivity ratio vs temperature and
concentration for 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /EG nanofluid [61]
Based on the literature review, thermal conductivity of
nanofluids increase as the temperature or/and concentration
increase. Various studied investigated the effect of
temperature on thermal conductivity of nanofluids [58-59].
Improvement in thermal conductivity by temperature increase
is attributed to the Brownian motion and nano structures’
thermophoresis behavior [60]. Moreover, increase in
concentration of nano particles increases thermal conductivity
due to higher thermal conductivity of solid particles in
comparison with the base fluids. Figures 2 & 3 show the
results of a study conducted by Agarwal et al. [61] which
investigated the effects of temperature and concentration on
the thermal conductivity of alumina nano particles in water
and EG.
In order to utilize GMDH method for predicting thermal
conductivity ratio of the nanofluids, data are extracted from
experimental data represented in Refs [61–70]. By applying
the GMDH method, thermal conductivity ratio obtained as
below:

Figure 5. Comparison between experimental data and
GMDH output for 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /water nanofluid
The R-squared and RMSE values for the proposed model
by considering temperature and concentration as input
variables are 0.818 and 0.0306, respectively. These values
show that the proposed model is not appropriate for prediction
and the input variables are not adequate.
In addition to water – based nanofluid, thermal conductivity
ratio of the 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /EG nanofluid is obtained by considering
temperature and concentration as input variables.
Obtained results by applying GMDH method are compared
with experimental data in figures 7 to 9.

Thermal Conductivity Ratio = -0.0115572 + N17*0.645631 +
N71*0.364922

Thermal conductivity ratio = -0.119797 - N196^2*0.0907248
+ N6*1.20918

The calculation procedure of coefficient is represented in
appendix 1.
The obtained results by considering temperature and
concentration as input variables in GMDH method, are shown
in figures 4 to 6 for the water-based nanofluid.

The calculation procedure of coefficient is represented in
appendix 2.

Figure 3. Experimental data vs GMDH output for thermal
conductivity ratio of 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /water nanofluid

Figure 6. Experimental data vs GMDH output for thermal
conductivity ratio of 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /EG nanofluid
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Figure 7. Error for various values of thermal conductivity
ratio of 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /EG nanofluid

Figure 10. Error for various values of thermal conductivity
ratio of 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /water nanofluid

Figure 8. Comparison between experimental data and
GMDH output for 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /EG nanofluid
The R-squared and RMSE values for the proposed model
for 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /EG nanofluid are 0.965 and 0.017, respectively.

Figure 11. Comparison between experimental data and
GMDH output for 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /water nanofluid

3.2.
Applying GMDH method by using temperature,
concentration and size of nanoparticles

The calculation procedure of coefficient is represented in
appendix 3.
By comparing the results of GMDH output with and without
considering particle size, it is concluded that using particle size
as one of the input variables leads to obtain more accurate
regression. The R-squared and RMSE in this condition are
equal to 0.9462 and 0.0166. The maximum error for predicted
data by applying GMDH method and considering temperature,
size and concentration as input variables is less than 6% which
shows the accuracy of the proposed model.
The proposed model by using GMDH approach for
𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /EG nanofluid by considering three input variables (size,
temperature and concentration) obtained as:

In addition to temperature and concentration, the size of
nanoparticles is another influential parameter on thermal
conductivity. The majority of studies concluded that the
increase in particle size leads to enhancement in thermal
conductivity; however, there must be an optimal size for
nanoparticles and the improvement in thermal conductivity is
not unlimited [71].
By considering size, temperature and concentration of
nanofluid, the results are obtained more accurately as shown
in figures 10 to 12. The obtained regression fit obtained as:
Thermal conductivity ratio = -0.033918 + N189*N2*4.82245
- N189^2*2.41237 + N2*1.05937 - N2^2*2.4346

Thermal conductivity ratio = -0.000286792 + N12*0.560308
+ N23*0.439945
The calculation procedure of coefficient is represented in
appendix 3.
Comparison between obtained results by GMDH method
and experimental data are and RMSE values are equal to
0.9958 and 0.0059, respectively.
4. CONCLUSION
In this study, GMDH artificial neural network was applied
in order to propose a model for thermal conductivity ratio of
𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /water and 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /EG nanofluids. Firstly, temperature
and concentration were considered as input variables for the

Figure 9. Experimental data vs GMDH output for thermal
conductivity ratio of 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /water nanofluid
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model. Obtained R-square values based on 2-variable model,
were 0.818 and 0.965 for 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /water and 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 /EG,
respectively. Since the size of nanoparticles is an influential
parameter on thermal conductivity ratio of nanofluids, particle
size added to input variables in the second stage to compare
results. Based on obtained results, the R-square values of the
proposed models by considering three variables (size,
temperature and concentration), were 0.9462 and 0.9958,
respectively. Results indicated that the models with three input
variables were more precise and applicable.
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*0.000954049 *0.121022 +
^2*0.0258324
N336 = 5.71918 - N436*3.63394 + N436*N485*5.84165 N436^2*0.882014 - N485*6.02784
N485 = 0.836083 +
*0.135803 *
0.0330707 +
^2*0.0173862
N436
=
1.0698
+
concentration*0.0830254 +
concentration*size*0.000639263
concentration^2*0.00367463
size*0.015615
+
size^2*0.000268299
N492 = 0.538778 +
*0.0116771 +
N493*0.490323
N368 = 0.961219 *0.33494 +
*N432*0.249184 +
^2*0.0125925 + N432*0.181389
(1) N432 = 1.09013 - size*0.0161022 + size*
*0.00166551 + size^2*0.000260082 *0.115233 +
*0.173351

Appendix 4
N23 = 0.00307904 - N277*0.305848 + N28*1.30313
N28 = -0.0226528 + N70*N91*8.4779 - N70^2*3.99666 +
N91*1.03745 - N91^2*4.49637
N91 = 0.0522123 + N125*4.7784 + N125*N212*3.597 N125^2*3.55704 - N212*3.86989
N212 = 0.177446 - N253*6.1007 + N253^2*3.25318 +
N387*6.80485 - N387^2*3.13152
N387 = 0.141524 - N444*3.39422 - N444*N459*3.10179 +
N444^2*3.20254 + N459*4.15331
N459 = -124.77 +
*0.0378238 +
^2*0.116687 + N491*222.531 N491^2*98.4561
N444 = -16.3901 + N460*N484*0.877107 + N484*29.7593 N484^2*13.4876
N460
=
1.04749
- temperature*0.00242951 +
temperature*concentration*0.001107
+
temperature^2*2.61671e-05 + concentration*0.0634356 concentration^2*0.00771838
N253 = 0.314215 + N336*3.73675 - N336*N410*23.1994 +
N336^2*10.372 - N410*3.2753 + N410^2*13.0539
N410 = -91.7218 - N462*N491*0.63044 + N462^2*0.758592
+ N491*163.368 - N491^2*71.9743
N491 = 1.47363 *0.268828 +
^2*0.0464843
N462 = 1.02129 - temperature*0.00394802 + temperature*
*0.00316982 + temperature^2*2.19221e05 +
^2*0.0750819
N125 = 0.0593708 *0.0526818 +
^2*0.0103755 + N249*0.999156
N249 = 0.210198 - N340*3.14759 - N340*N467*15.9214 +
N340^2*9.94396 + N467*3.79125 + N467^2*6.12431
N340 = 5.7487 - N431*3.66406 + N431*N485*5.85338 N431^2*0.874882 - N485*6.0452
N70 = -0.151182 - N436*1.75082 + N436*N132*1.09555 +
N132*3.01942 - N132^2*1.21378
N132 = 0.111289 + N473*2.68781 - N473*N311*15.0922 +
N473^2*6.13742 - N311*1.84972 + N311^2*9.00755
N311 = 5.25361 - N422*3.29345 + N422*N478*5.52594 N422^2*0.875062 - N478*5.60742
N478 = 2.54991e-11 + N489*1
N422 = -0.104214 + N436*4.42879 - N436*N475*3.00016 N475*3.25346 + N475^2*2.92684
N473 = 1.95189 *2.21891 +
*N485*2.18895 - N485^2*0.859319
N12 = -0.122877 - N368^2*0.0946185 + N52*1.21636
N52 = -0.00143798 + N67*0.602684 + N99*0.398585
N99 = -0.0608305 + N379*5.19705 + N379*N141*30.2437 N379^2*17.5259 - N141*4.08064 - N141^2*12.7719
N141 = 0.023142 - N277*7.53984 - N277*N283*101.533 +
N277^2*54.1334 + N283*8.50377 + N283^2*47.4106
N283 = -0.0661891 - N345*4.98658 - N345*N355*26.189 +
N345^2*15.4951 + N355*6.11953 + N355^2*10.6263
N355 = 0.320408 - temperature*0.00863531 +
temperature*N431*0.00842796 + N431*0.686808
N431 = 1.74582 + concentration*0.0621551 +
concentration*
*0.0145533
concentration^2*0.00384072 *0.636001 + ^2*0.116188
N345 = 5.68121 - N432*3.72705 + N432*N485*5.67002 -
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